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MS disease activity over the lifespan

Susceptibility to developing MS

Common Presentations

Investigation of suspected MS

Focus on early MS symptom management

Disease modifying therapies in 2022



• 80+ % will have initial attacks and little 

initial residual disability

• “relapsing remitting MS”

• Nearly all of these people lose relapses over 
time and accumulate disability slowly

• “secondary progressive MS”

• 5-10% have no/few attacks but just 
accumulate disability from onset

• “primary progressive MS”



Multiple Sclerosis: In one picture

Susceptibility Early disease Late disease

>200 SNP’s
Mainly HLA

EBV

UVB

Vit D

Smoking

Concussion



Sometimes

Clinical Assessment

No better explanation

Clinical Presentation with 
relapse or history of such

MRI brain and Cord
Lumbar Puncture



What is an MS relapse?

What is a pseudo-relapse?



Courtesy D. Beroukas, FMC Immunology

Visual evoked
potentials –
assessment of 
integrity of anterior
visual pathways

CSF Oligoclonal
IgG bands via Lumbar
puncture

Paraclinical tests
in MS



CSF Oligoclonal
IgG bands via Lumbar
puncture

Mythbusting about 
CSF oligoclonal IgG bands and MS

MS-typical CSF
Mild to moderate increase in CSF mononuclear cells (0-approx. 30mm3)
Protein usually normal
CSF-restricted oligoclonal Immunoglobulin bands NOT seen in serum 

MS-typical CSF is supportive of a diagnosis of MS but NOT DIAGNOSTIC
Can be seen in other non-MS inflammatory CNS disease
Can be absent and the diagnosis still be MS

LP usually undertaken when the clinical and MRI features of the disease are atypical for MS



Are multifocal cerebral white matter lesions specific for MS?

No. The criteria below relate to the 2018 McDonald MRI 
criteria for MS…..

However, when radiologically there are multifocal T2 hyperintensities on cerebral MRI many reporting radiologists
will include MS in the differential, which is a VERY wide differential and requires careful clinical context. 



“Clinical relapse”

“MRI relapse”
= new spot visible on MRI but no
New symptoms

The majority of the inflammatory burden
of the disease is subclinical such that the 
ratio of MRI lesions to clinical relapses is 
about 10:1

Total disease burden = clinical events (relapses)  + MRI evident events. Relapses are ”tip of the iceberg”.



Most of the disease is SUBCLINICAL

14F, 2 x optic neuritis evident clinically
Look at the MRI!



Age of onset

.
Peak age of MS onset is between 20-40 years. Paty and Ebers, 1998



Pregnancy and MS

Vukusic et al, 2004

1. The relapse rate drops during the 2nd and 3rd trimester and rebounds post-partum.
2. We think this relates to the state or relative immunosuppression that occurs in 

pregnancy that is good for MS. 
3. There is a suggestion that multiparous woman have a better long-term prognosis 

than nulliparous woman. 



Are MS patients at risk of other autoimmune diseases?

Ramagopalan et al, 2007

Contrary to the current dogma in many textbooks, people with MS don’t appear to be at 
increased risk of other autoimmune diseases.



Key elements in diagnosis of MS

• 2 or more clinical events consistent with inflammatory central nervous system disease
• But in some can be diagnosed after 1st event – the “clinically isolated syndrome”

(enhancing and non-enhancing disease on baseline MRI) or presence of OCB

• Events separated in time and in space in the CNS

• For which no better explanation exists

• Supported usually by paraclinical (MRI/spinal fluid testing) evidence of immune CNS 
dysfunction



Clinical Presentation - symptoms & signs

• Motor - spasticity, weakness and gait abnormalities.

• Sensory - positive  (pins & needles) and negative sensory phenomena (loss of sensation).

• Cerebellum - inco-ordination and unsteady gait.

• Brain Stem - diplopia, vertigo, nystagmus, dysarthria

• Optic Nerves - optic neuritis (blurred vision)

• Bladder and Bowel - incontinence

• Higher Functions - depression, poor concentration, forgetfulness, etc. 

• Fatigue



Common initial presentations in MS

Compston et al, 2005 Fleming JO, 2000



Overall disease course
• 80+ % will have initial attacks 

and little initial residual 
disability

• “relapsing remitting 
MS”

• Nearly all of these people 
lose relapses over time and 
accumulate disability slowly

• “secondary progressive 
MS”

• 5-10% have no/few attacks 
but just accumulate disability 
from onset

• “primary progressive 
MS”

• Often initially presents 
later in life than 
relapsing remitting MS



A little-bit about susceptibility….



Genetics 101: Blame your parents
LIFE TIME RISK OF HAVING MS

• No family history of MS  - 1%

• 1 parent with MS  - 10%

• 2 parents with MS  - 20%

• Sibling with MS  - 3%

• Identical twin with MS  - 30%

• MRI concordance in identical twins 70%

Figures courtesy of Dr Helmut Butzkeuven, RMH
Table courtesy of A/Prof Simon Broadley



Don’t blame your parents.  The problem is where you live: MS prevalence in 
Australia per 100,000 people

Courtesy Peter Klein, Schering
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Season of Birth Patterns

Pooled analysis for Canadian, British, 
Danish and Swedish studies (n=42,000)

• Excess births in May
• Deficit in November
• Possible stronger effect at higher 

latitude

Northern Hemisphere

Australia
People with MS born 1920-50

• Excess births in Nov
• Deficit in May
• Mimics a lagged UV pattern

Willer et al BMJ 2005;330(7483):120. Staples et al BMJ 2010; 340:1640
Slide courtesy of Professor Bruce Taylor, Menzies

http://www.bmj.com/content/340/bmj.c1640/F3.large.jpg


Among whites, there was a 41% decrease
in MS risk for every 50nmol/L increase in 25(OH)D (RR,
0.59; 95% CI, 0.36–0.97; p 0.04). 

In categoric analyses, risk for MS was 51% less 
among individuals with 25(OH)D 100nmol/L as compared 
with those less than 75nmol/L
(Fig on left).

US defence Sera repository data

Nurses Health Study dataVITAMIN D



The infectious and non-infectious candidates
Choose carefully who you kiss, and when you kiss them

• Strongest association found so 
far is for EBV

• About 100% of persons with MS 
show evidence of prior EBV 
infection compared with 90% of the 
population

- Infectious mononucleosis (glandular 
fever) after age 18 carries a relative risk for 

MS of 7.9 (CI 2-38)

Martyn et al 1993

From Ascerio, 2007

Early EBV
No glandular fever

Late EBV and
Glandular fever

No EBV infection

MS
Incidence







MS therapeutics

 Prevent the disease (watch this space)

 Reduce number of attacks/relapses and their related problems
 yes

 Reduce (delay) disability progression
 Yes

 Reduce symptom burden (pharmacologic/nonpharmacologic), facilitate 
independence

 Manage co-morbidities actively 



Adult approved RRMS immunotherapy PBS to 2021 – it is a busy timeline

+Daclizumab 2016 (withdrawn)
+Ocrelizumab 2018
+Cladribine 2018
+Siponimod 2019
+Ofatumumab 2021

All reduce relapse rates, MRI evidence of inflammation
and clinical evidence of disability progression.

MP = methylprednisolone (strong steroid)



Treatment Concepts in MS

H Wiendl Nat Rev 2017

Dimethyl Fumarate,
Glatiramer Acetate/



https://www.msbrainhealth.org/recommendations/brain-health-report/

Timely accurate diagnosis

Education +++,  person, family

Evidence based DMT if 
disease active or poor prognostic
factors

”Brain health”
Ageing with MS
Cognitive health
Mental health
Social Health
Active comorbidity mgt
Minimise CNS toxins (tobacco/alc)
Exercise, Exercise, Exercise



Other slides that might be helpful:



So, in early active RRMS, what is our therapeutic goal?

No evidence of disease activity: (NEDA)

No clinically evident relapses
No clinical examination change 
No MRI evidence of inflammatory disease activity

Can we achieve this in many/most newly diagnosed active RRMS pts: Yes.







MJA May 2021

Comprehensive review of vaccination in MS and MS therapy
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